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Attorneys
TO ALL WHOM IT MAY CONCERN,  

BE IT KNOWN THAT I, JOHN G. HODGSON, A CITIZEN OF THE UNITED STATES, RESIDING IN MAYWOOD, IN THE COUNTY OF COOK AND STATE OF ILLINOIS, HAVE INVENTED A NEW AND USEFUL IMPROVEMENT IN THE ART OR PROCESSES OF MANUFACTURING SHEET-METAL PRESERVING-CANS WITH LACQUER OR PROTECTIVE COATINGS, OF WHICH THE FOLLOWING IS A SPECIFICATION.

SHEET METAL PRESERVING CANS HAVING LACQUER OR PROTECTIVE COATINGS ON THE INSIDE TO KEEP THE FOOD OR OTHER PRODUCTS WITHIN THE CAN FROM DIRECT CONTACT WITH THE TIN PLATE AND WITH THE SOLDER UPON THE INSIDE OF THE CAN AT THE SOLDERED SEAMS OR JOINTS THEREOF, HAVE HERETOFORE BEEN MADE EITHER BY SPRAYING OR FLOWING OVER THE INSIDE SURFACE OF THE CAN (AFTER THE CAN IS MADE) THE LACQUER OR PROTECTIVE COATING, OR ELSE BY COATING THE SHEETS OR BLANKS FROM WHICH THE CAN BODIES AND CAN HEADS ARE MADE, WHILE IN THE FLAT, WITH LACQUER OR OTHER PROTECTIVE COATING EXCEPTING AT THE NARROW STRIPS OR PORTIONS THEREOF WHICH FORM THE SEAMS WHERE THE TIN PLATE IS LEFT FREE FROM LACQUER OR PROTECTIVE COATING, SO THAT THE MEETING SURFACES MAY BE SOLDERED TOGETHER. BOTH OF THESE OLD METHODS OR PROCESSES ARE, HOWEVER, SLOW AND EXPENSIVE IN OPERATION, AND RESULT IN THE PRODUCTION OF DEFECTIVE AND UNSATISFACTORY LACQUERED OR PROTECTIVE COATED CANS; THE FIRST BECAUSE IT IS A SLOW AND EXPENSIVE OPERATION TO SPRAY OR FLOW A COATING FILM OVER THE ENTIRE INTERIOR SURFACE OF A CAN AFTER IT IS MADE, AND ALSO A VERY TEDIOUS, DIFFICULT AND EXPENSIVE OPERATION TO PROPERLY DRY OR BAKE THE COATING ON THE INTERIOR OF THE CAN; AND THE COATING THUS PRODUCED IS FREQUENTLY IMPERFECT, HOWEVER CAREFULLY THE WORK MAY BE DONE, Owing TO IMPERFECTIONS FROM IMPROPERLY COVERING THE INTERIOR SURFACE OF THE CAN WITH THE COATING; OR FROM THE COATING MATERIAL COLLECTING AT OR FLOWING TO CERTAIN PARTS OF THE INTERIOR SURFACE OF THE CAN, THUS DENUDING OTHER PORTIONS AND CAUSING THE COATING TO BE SO THICK AT PORTIONS AS TO IMPERFECTLY DRY AND HARDEN. AND THE SECOND OR OTHER METHOD IS SLOW, TEDIOUS, DIFFICULT AND EXPENSIVE, BECAUSE OF THE DIFFICULTY INCIDENT TO APPLYING THE LACQUER OR PROTECTIVE COATING TO CERTAIN PORTIONS OF THE BLANK WHILE LEAVING OTHER PORTIONS OR NARROW SEAM STRIPS UNCOATED; AND BECAUSE IN THE SUBSEQUENT OPERATION OF SOLDERING THE CAN SEAMS THE HEAT OF THE SOLDERING OPERATION BURNS AND BLOTTERS OFF THE LACQUER OR PROTECTIVE COATINGS HERETOFORE IN USE AT THE PORTIONS OF THE CAN AdjACENT TO THE SOLDERED SEAMS, FREQUENTLY LEAVING STRIPS A HALF INCH OR MORE IN WIDTH, NOT ONLY SUBSTANTIALLY FREE OF ANY PROTECTIVE COATING, BUT THE BURNED, BLISTERED AND DISCOLORER COATING MATERIAL FREQUENTLY FORMS A BLACK OR BROWN POWDER, VERY OBJECTIONABLE TO QUALITY AND APPEARANCE OF THE FOOD PRODUCTS PRESERVED IN THE CAN.

AND IN THE PRESERVING CANS HERETOFORE IN USE HAVING LACQUER OR PROTECTIVE COATINGS ON THE INSIDE, THE COATING HAS BEEN OF SUCH CHARACTER AS TO IMPART A MORE OR LESS DISGUSTING ODOR, TASTE OR FLAVOR TO THE GOODS IN THE CAN.

THE OBJECT OF MY INVENTION IS TO PROVIDE A SIMPLE AND EFFICIENT METHOD OR PROCESS OF RAPIDLY AND CHEAPLY MANUFACTURING PRESERVING CANS HAVING SOLDERED SEAMS AND INSIDE PROTECTIVE COATINGS, AND BY MEANS OF WHICH THE OBJECTIONS HERETOFORE EXPERIENCED MAY BE ENTIRELY OBLIVIATED OR OVERCOME, AND THE CANS BE UNIFORMLY PRODUCED WITH PERFECT OR COMPLETE INTERIOR PROTECTIVE COATINGS OF AN EFFICIENT, DURABLE, ODORLESS, TASTELESS, FLAVORLESS, HARMLESS AND SANITARY CHARACTER.

MY INVENTION CONSISTS IN THE METHOD OR PROCESS I HAVE DISCOVERED FOR PRACTICALLY ACCOMPLISHING THIS OBJECT OR RESULT AS HEREBE DESCRIBED; THAT IS TO SAY IT CONSISTS IN FIRST COATING THE SHEETS OF TIN PLATE FROM WHICH THE CAN BODIES AND CAN HEADS ARE TO BE CUT AND FORMED THROUGHOUT THEIR WHOLE SURFACE ON ONE OR BOTH SIDES WITH A PROTECTIVE LACQUER COATING, WHICH WILL ALSO OPERATE AS A FLUX IN THE SUBSEQUENT SOLDERING OPERATION, THE SAME CONSISTING PREFERABLY OF BOILED LINSEED OIL ONE PART AND TURPENTINE TWO OR THREE PARTS; THEN BAKING OR DRYING THE COATED SHEETS, PREFERABLY IN AN OVEN OR DRIER, AT A TEMPERATURE OF ABOUT 300 OR 400° F., FOR A PERIOD OF TWO OR THREE HOURS; THEN CUTTING AND FORMING FROM SUCH PROTECTIVE COATED SHEETS OF TIN PLATE THE CAN BODIES AND CAN HEADS AND CAN CAPS, IN THE USUAL MANNER; THEN FLUXING AND SOLDERING THE SIDE SEAM OF THE CAN BODIES; AND THEN APPLYING THE CAN HEADS TO THE CAN BODY AND fluxing and soldering the heads thereon; and, finally, after the cans have been filled, applying and soldering thereto the can caps. IN CASES WHERE THE CANS ARE OF THE OPEN TOP VARIETY AND HAVE THE CAN HEADS SECURED TO THE CAN BODIES NOT BY SOLDERED SEAMS BUT BY FOLDED SEAMS, THE STEP OF SOLDERING THE HEADS ON THE CAN BODY IS OMITTED, AS WELL AS THE STEP OF SOLDERING THE CAP IN THE TOP HEAD AFTER THE
can is filled, as such open top cans have no filling holes in their tops nor caps for closing such filling holes.

I have discovered that by coating the sheets of tin plate in the flat with a protective coating of boiled linseed oil, suitably cut or thinned with turpentine or other solvent or drier, and suitably baking or drying the coated sheets, an absolutely harmless, tasteless, sanitary, flavorless and odorless hard, dry, solid and firmly adherent protective coating is produced, which will not be burned, blistered, cracked or injured by the heat of the subsequent soldering operation, and that such protective coating, although extending throughout the seam or contacting surfaces to be united by the solder, will not in any way interfere with the soldering operation, or the strength, perfection or hermetic tightness of the soldered seam, but that this baked linseed oil protective coating will itself, on the contrary, act in a measure as a flux to facilitate the soldering operation, and insure the strength and perfect hermetic tightness of the soldered seam. In addition, I have discovered that while this dried or baked protective coating of linseed oil will apparently facilitating the perfect sweating or capillary flowing of the solder into and through the seam, or between the contacting surfaces thereof, that it at the same time substantially prevents the crawling or flowing of the solder into or upon the interior surface of the can adjacent to the seam, as has always heretofore taken place to a greater or less extent in soldering the seams of cans. For example, heretofore in soldering the side seams of can bodies there is frequently a strip extending from end to end of the can body a half inch or more in width on the inside surface of the can body adjacent to the side seam which is smeared or coated with solder, and liable to come in contact with and poison or injure the food products in the can. This objection or defect is also overcome by my invention as the baked linseed oil protective coating prevents the solder from flowing and becoming smeared or coated over the inside surface of the can body adjacent to the side seam. And in my invention this same advantage also applies in soldering the end seams of the can which unites the can heads to the can body.

In practicing my invention the sheets of tin plate from which the bodies, heads and caps of the cans are to be made, are first coated with a thin film of a flux-acting protective coating, preferably composed of boiled linseed oil and turpentine. The coated sheets of tin plate are then placed in an oven or drier and subjected to a drying or baking temperature, preferably of from 300° to 350° F. Ht. for two or three hours, this action expelling the volatile turpentine, oxidizing the linseed oil and producing a solid, continuous, homogeneous, hard, dry, firmly adherent, odorless, tasteless and flavorless protective coating on the sheets of tin plate, and having the further characteristic or quality of acting, in a measure, as a flux, or of not interfering with, the soldering, or with proper and effective sweating of solder into the seam or between contacting surfaces of such protective coated tin plate which form the members of the seam to be soldered or flowed. The protective coated sheets of tin plate are then cut and formed up into can bodies and can heads, the side seams of the can bodies are then soldered, the same being first preferably fluxed, one or both can heads are then applied to the can body, the end seam or seams are then soldered, being first preferably fluxed, and then, after the can is filled, the can cap is applied and soldered in place. If the cans are of the open top kind without caps, instead of the annular top kind with caps, the caps are, of course, omitted. And if the cans are of the kind in which the heads are secured to the can body by double or other folded seams, instead of soldered there to, the can heads and can bodies are furnished with suitable sealing flanges and the soldering operation for the head is omitted.

To enable my invention to be more clearly understood I have in the accompanying drawing, forming a part of this specification, illustrated tin plate sheets and the parts of cans formed therefrom in successive steps of manufacture according to my invention.

In said drawing Figure 1 is a perspective view of a tin plate sheet before the protective coating is applied thereto; Fig. 2 is the same after the protective coating is applied; Fig. 3 is the same after being baked; Fig. 4 shows a can body blank as cut from the sheet; Fig. 5 shows a can head as cut and formed up from the sheet; Fig. 6 is a can cap; Fig. 7 is a cross sectional view of a can body before the side seam is soldered; Fig. 8 is an enlarged cross section of the side seam before soldering; Fig. 9 is a similar view after the side seam is soldered; Figs. 10 and 11 are enlarged sections of the end seam before and after soldering. Figs. 12 and 13 are enlarged views of the cap seam before and after soldering. Fig. 14 is a section of the can complete. Fig. 15 is a similar view of an "open top" can, or one in which the cap is omitted and the top and bottom heads secured by double or other folded seams without solder.

In the drawing A represents the tin plate sheet having the customary tin coating a on its side, a2 is the protective coating of linseed oil and turpentine, the same after being baked or dried being hard, dry, firmly adherent, tasteless, odorless, flavorless, harmless and sanitary, and flux-acting thin coating or film of linseed oil, the turpentine being chiefly driven off by the drying or baking operation.
A¹ represents the can body blank and A² the can head, and A³ the can cap, cut and formed from the tin plate sheet A, and having the protective coating extending to the extreme marginal edges of the can body, can head and can caps.

B is the can body formed from the blank A¹, and having the customary side seam b³, preferably a lock seam, and composed of oppositely turned, interlocked and compressed hooks or edge folds b² b³ with the protective coating a³ extending into or through the seam. The can head A² has the customary integral flange a², with the protective coating a³ covering the same. The can cap A³ has the customary flaring flange a¹ with the protective coating extending over or covering the same.

As the protective coating a¹ is of a flux-acting character, or of a character that does not interfere with soldering, the interposed protective coating a² between the folds or members of the seam does not interfere with the proper and perfect union of the seam members by the solder C. Before soldering the side seam of the can body and the end seams of the can, the seams, or the individual members or parts thereof to be joined are fluxed. For fluxing the seams I prefer to use an acid flux, although a rosin flux may be used. If rosin flux is used it should be cut in turpentine instead of in alcohol. The seams may be soldered in the usual way customarily employed in soldering cans the bodies and heads of which are of tin plate without any protective coating of any kind.

The soldering is done from the outside; that is to say in soldering the side seam the solder is applied to the outside of the seam, and if a soldering tool is employed to aid in sweating the solder into the seam, it is also applied to the outside of the can. If the flange is applied after the parts, folds or members of the seam are assembled, the flux is also applied to the outside of the seams. If desired otherwise, the flux may be applied to one or both parts to be joined before the same are assembled. In the soldering the thin film or coating of linseed oil between the members of the seam, under action of the heat flux and solder apparently acts much the same as a thin film of still liquid acid, rosin or other flux acts in an ordinary soldering operation. At least my experiments have successfully demonstrated that this thin, dry, hard, solid protective coating of linseed oil interposed between the members of the seam does not interfere with the production of strong, perfect and hermetically tight soldered seams or joints.

In the drawing it will be understood that the thickness of the tin plate and of the protective coating is greatly exaggerated for clearness of illustration.

I claim:

1. The improvement in the art or process of manufacturing sheet metal preserving cans having hard, solid, firmly adherent, tasteless and odorless protective coatings on the inside, consisting in first coating sheets of tin plate in the flat throughout on one side with a thin film or coating of boiled linseed oil and turpentine, then baking and drying the same, then cutting and forming the sheets into can bodies and can heads, then soldering the side seam of the can body, then applying the can heads to the can bodies, and finally soldering the end seams of the cans, substantially as specified.

2. The improvement in the art or process of manufacturing sheet metal preserving cans with hard, solid, firmly adherent protective coatings on the inside, consisting in first coating sheets of tin plate in the flat throughout on one side with a flux-acting coating material, then baking and drying the same, then cutting and forming can bodies and can heads from such sheets, then soldering the side seam, and subsequently applying the can heads to the can bodies, substantially as specified.

3. The process of manufacturing can bodies having protective coatings, consisting in first coating sheets of tin plate in the flat with a flux-acting protective coating, and then cutting therefrom can bodies with the protective coating extending to the extreme edges of the can body blanks, then forming blanks into can bodies and soldering the side seams, substantially as specified.

4. The process of manufacturing can bodies having protective coatings, consisting in taking a can body blank in the flat having a non-metallic protective coating thereon extending to the extreme edges thereof, forming the blank into a can body with the protective coating extending into the seam, and soldering its side seam, substantially as specified.

5. The process of manufacturing protective coated can bodies, consisting in taking a can body blank having a hard, dry, firmly adherent flux-acting non-metallic protective coating extending over the seam portion of the can body blank, forming the blank into a can body with the protective coating extending into the seam, and soldering the side seam thereof, substantially as specified.

6. The process of forming protective coated can bodies, consisting in taking a can body blank having a hard, solid, firmly adherent non-metallic protective coating extending over the seam portion of the blank, forming the same into a can body with the protective coating extending into the seam, and soldering the side seam thereof, substantially as specified.

7. The process of making protective coated can bodies, consisting in taking a can
body blank having a hard, dry, solid continuous linseed oil protective coating extending throughout the seam portion of the blank, forming said blank into a can body with the protective coating extending into the seam, and soldering the side seam, substantially as specified.

8. The process of making protective coated cans, consisting in taking a can body blank having a hard, dry, solid continuous linseed oil protective coating extending throughout the seam portion of the blank, forming said blank into a can body with the protective coating extending into the seam, and fluxing and soldering the side seam, substantially as specified.

9. The process of making protective coated cans, consisting in applying to a can body a can head having a hard, dry, non-metallic protective coating on its inside extending over the inside surface of its flange and then soldering the end seam at the contacting inner surface of the coated seaming flange, substantially as specified.

10. The process of making protective coated cans with soldered end seams, consisting in applying to the can body a can head having a non-metallic protective coating extending over the inside surface of its flange and then soldering the end seam at the contacting inner surface of the coated seaming flange, substantially as specified.

11. The improvement in the art or process of manufacturing sheet metal preserving cans having hard, solid, firmly adherent, tasteless and odorless protective coatings on the inside, consisting in first coating sheets of tin plate in the flat throughout on one side with a thin film or coating of boiled linseed oil and turpentine, then baking and drying the same, then cutting and forming the sheets into can bodies and can heads, then soldering the side seams of the can body, then applying the can heads to the can bodies, soldering the end seams of the cans, and then, after the cans have been filled applying and soldering to the top heads of the cans can tops having a like preservative coating on the inside thereof, substantially as specified.

12. The improvement in the art or process of manufacturing sheet metal preserving cans with hard, solid, firmly adherent protective coatings on the inside, consisting in first coating sheets of tin plate in the flat throughout on one side with a flux-acting coating material, then baking and drying the same, then cutting and forming can bodies and can heads from such sheets, then soldering the side seams, subsequently applying the can heads to the can bodies, and then after the cans have been filled applying and soldering to the top heads of the cans, can caps having a like protective coating on the inside thereof, substantially as specified.

13. The process consisting in applying to a can a can cap having a hard, dry, non-metallic protective coating on its inside extending over the seam portion of the cap, and then soldering the cap on the can at the inner contacting coated seam portion of the cap, substantially as specified.

14. The process consisting in applying to cans having a hard, dry, non-metallic protective coating on the inside thereof, a can cap having a dry, hard, protective coating on its inside extending over the seam portion thereof, and then soldering the cap to the can at the inner contacting coated seam portion of the cap, substantially as specified.

15. The process of making protective coated cans, consisting in first applying to the tin plate sheets from which the parts of the can are to be formed a protective coating of linseed oil, then drying the coating, then cutting and forming the parts of the can from such coated sheets, then assembling the parts and soldering the parts together, substantially as specified.

16. The process of making soldered seams in cans without causing the solder to coat or smear the inside surface of the cans adjacent to the seam or seams, consisting in providing the seam portion and adjacent portion of the can with a hard, dry, flux-acting protective coating, and then soldering the seam from the inside, substantially as specified.

17. The process of making soldered seams in cans without causing the solder to coat or smear the inside surface of the cans adjacent to the seam or seams, consisting in providing the seam portion and adjacent portion of the can with a hard, dry, flux-acting non-metallic protective coating, then fluxing the seams and soldering the seam at the contacting protective coated portion thereof from the outside, substantially as specified.

18. The process of making soldered seams in cans without causing the solder to extend upon the inside surface of the cans adjacent to the seams, consisting in first coating the inside surface of the part or parts to be joined by the solder-seam with a hard, dry, solid, protective coating of linseed oil, and then soldering the seam from the outside, substantially as specified.

JOHN G. HODGSON.
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